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ABSTRACT: 
Recently, research groups have reported a number of radiation effects on the applications of SiO2 
optical fibres with possible use as dosimeter material because these optical fibre provide a good basis 
for medical radiation dosimetry. The objective of this study is to investigate the thermoluminescence 
response and fading characteristic for germanium and aluminium doped SiO2 optical fibres with photon 
irradiation. These optical fibres are placed in solid phantom and irradiated to 6 and 10 MV photon beam 
at dose ranging from 0.06 Gy to 0.24 Gy using Primus MLC 3339 linear accelerator at Hospital Sultan 
Ismail, Johor Bahru. In fading studies, the TL measurements were continued up to 14 days period. The 
optical fibres will produce glow curves whereby the information is then analyzed. Al and Ge-doped 
optical fibres have a linear dose-TL signal relationship that is proportionality between the TL signal and 
the doses. Comparison for TL response between different linear accelerator showed a good agreement 
because these optical fibres also have a linear dose-TL signal relationship even using different 
equipments. 
